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1 Introduction

Mobile Crowd Sensing (MCS) has emerged as a paradigm for
gathering information about the physical world. Using
smartphones, networked vehicles and other sensor-rich mo-
bile, portable and wearable devices, massive volumes of data
can be gathered, converged and mined to enable applications
in intelligent traffic, environmental monitoring, urban plan-
ning or public safety management, amongst many others.

The cost of crowdsensed data and the quality of data are
two key factors for MCS. There has been a great deal of work
to optimize them separately such as recruiting participants that
can meet a task completion requirement, or utilizing data al-
ready collected to infer uncollected data with minimal error.
However, it is a promising direction to optimize both cost and
quality jointly. This idea is originated from active learning,
which selects the most useful samples and so reduces the
number of labeled samples needed. This idea has been suc-
cessfully used in other research fields including signal pro-
cessing and image processing.

In MCS, this is known as “Active Crowd Sensing”, and
presents several challenges including: the crowdsensed data
are spatiotemporally autocorrelated, while traditional active
learning assumes the data are independently identically dis-
tributed; and that data from different applications require

different learning algorithms and so active selection strategies
should be based on specific learning algorithms.

This special issue promoted some researches addressing the
above challenges in the form of original problemmodeling and
framework developing, new datasets/features that can be easily
accessed and helpful for label inferring, and novel applications
and systems in Active Crowd Sensing. We first summarize in
Section 2 these 10 articles that have been accepted, and then
discuss in Section 3 the conclusion and further topics.

2 Accepted articles

A general MCS system framework usually consists of four
phases: participant selection, sensing, data transmission, and
data utilizing. Each phase has one or more articles to discuss
the corresponding topics.

In the participant selection phase, Tao et al. [1] proposed a
novel quality-aware participant reputation model with active
factors, and two kinds of sensing-gain constrained participant
selection mechanisms with both sufficient and insufficient us-
er resources, i.e., Multi-Stage Decision mechanism via
Greedy strategy (MSD-G), and Sensing-Gain Constrained
Dynamic Programming (SGC-DP), respectively.

In the sensing phase, Dai et al. [2] designed a lightweight
augmented reality system, called LAR, which can recognize the
target object quickly and precisely by combining the distance
with image feature and then matches with those images stored
in database. Cheng et al. [3] proposed a visual saliency model
based on gaze recall with self-reporting from crowd workers.
They conducted optimizations for the parameters in the data
acquisition stage so that the accuracy of the crowdsourcing
eye tracking data reached one degree of visual angle.

In the data transmission phase, He et al. [4] provided a
spatiotemporal opportunistic transmission method which
searches publishers or participants of sensing tasks in a
space-time unit according to the spatiotemporal encountering
probabilities, and tracks the publishers or participants across
the space-time units according to the spatiotemporal visiting
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probabilities. Ren et al. [5] proposed a Data RelayMule-based
Collection Scheme (DRMCS) to improve the sensing task
completion rate, redundancy rate and delay. In the scheme,
the Micro Mobile Data Centers are designed and later selected
to connect the huge number of intelligent sensing devices. By
using reinforcement learning, Zhao et al. [6] derived an adap-
tive transmission policy for underground sensors to efficiently
use their energy and avoid transmitting sensory data in unre-
liable paths under a dynamic environment.

In the data utilizing phase, Shi et al. [7] introduced a data
recovery algorithm based on generative adversarial networks.
The convolution neural network is used as the basic model of
this algorithm. Zhao et al. [8] tackled the uncertainty of taxi
demands and the impact of the parallel car-hailing markets
(e.g., Uber demands) on taxi demands through a unified
framework that can use multi-source data systematically.
Gao et al. [9] conducted sparse representation on taxi activity
over spatially partitioned cells in a city. They can perceive the
deviation from the normal evolution of traffic flows and find
the traffic anomalies. Zhou et al. [10] conducted a spatiotem-
poral study to understand urban crimes leveragingmultisource
crowd sensed data, including crime data, meteorological data,
POI distribution, and taxi trips.

3 Conclusion

Although this special issue has covered a number of topics of
Active Crowd Sensing, such as optimization both or tradeoff
between the cost and the quality of crowdsensed data, some
other but also interesting topics need to be further explored,
including: sparse mobile crowdsensing, relations between
sensing rate and learning rate, sub-sampling and super-
resolution for crowdsensed data, active deep/transfer learning
in MCS, etc.
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